




rica likes to create its products taking inspiration from 
its land, the mediterranean land. infinite golden sandy 
coasts interrupted by black and grey volcanic rocks, 
extensive areas of soils enriched by different minerals 
create a multicolor effect which returns and reflects 
all around in the landscape.

CROMEARTH catchs all these natural reflexes 
and allows you to mix and match the color palette 
bringing on your hair the great variety of colors 
that only Nature is able to give us.



CROMEARTH, THE LATEST GENERATION
OF NATURAL PIGMENTED PH ACID MASKS
Their concentrated formula developed into a complete and essential range
allows the creation of a real tailored coloring tool. 

ENHANCE, REFRESH AND BEAUTIFY YOUR 
COLOR HAIR FOR AN ILLUMINATING EXPERIENCE 
THAT TAKES ITS INSPIRATION FROM OUR LAND



IDEAL FOR:

Dry, damaged and coloured hair
Hair with mèches
Natural Hair

THANKS TO ITS NATURAL INGREDIENTS

100% natural

mediterranean pigments

vegetal keratin (soy and wheat)

prickly pear extract

FREE OF:

Ammonia
PPD
Resorcinol
Peroxide
Silicones
Parabens
Mineral Oils
PEG

INSTANT BENEFITS :

REPAIRS
hair internal structure.

GIVES
softness and smoothness. 

ENHANCES
the color shine.

BEAUTIFY
the hair color.

ENHANCE, REFRESH AND BEAUTIFY YOUR 
COLOR HAIR FOR AN ILLUMINATING EXPERIENCE 
THAT TAKES ITS INSPIRATION FROM OUR LAND



CROMEARTH A COMPLETE AND ESSENTIAL RANGE
seven nuances, the neutral mask

and the natural shampoo for a real

customized color experience

YELLOW OCHER MASK
Revives and illuminates dyed
or natural very light blonde hair. 
size: 250ml; 1000ml

TERRA COTTA MASK
Revives colours, mèches and
honey blonde highlights.
Illuminates colour hair from
dark blonde to brown.
size: 250ml; 1000ml

BURNT UMBER MASK
Revives and illuminates color hair
from light brown to dark brown.
Ideal for dyed or natural hair.
size: 250ml; 1000mlRED OCHER MASK

Revives, illuminates and intensifies
copper blonde hair, dyed or natural.
Brightens mèches.
size: 250ml; 1000ml

RED LAVA MASK
To create and intesify red and deep red reflexes on natural or dyed hair. 
Bright and revive mèches on dark hair.
size 250ml; 1000ml



CROMEARTH A COMPLETE AND ESSENTIAL RANGE

TERRA COTTA MASK
Revives colours, mèches and
honey blonde highlights.
Illuminates colour hair from
dark blonde to brown.
size: 250ml; 1000ml

EARTH MOON MASK & EARTH MOON SHAMPOO
To contrast the yellowing of white and polar blonde hair, the Cromearth 
Earth Moon range is the answer for a more intense and lasting results.
size: 250ml; 1000ml

VOLCANIC ASH MASK
A pigment useful to neutralize reds   
and too warm or intense reflexes.
size: 250ml; 1000ml

NEUTRAL MASK
Restructuring mask, gives color
protection and shining for all kind of hair.
size: 250ml; 1000ml

IDEAL FOR ALL TYPES OF HAIR. 
Its white pigment is useful for lightening
all the other pigmented masks to create
the customized product for your client.

EXCLUSIVE PATENTED FORMULA

Neutralize exclusively yellowing not living violet pigments deposits on white hair.

Earth Moon Shampoo Yellow Neutralizer based on vegetal keratin 
and with delicate surfactants.
TO COMBINE TOGETHER WITH Earth Moon Mask based on vegetal 
keratin and with 100% Natural Mediterranean Pigments.

CROMEARTH NATURAL SHAMPOO
A pH balanced restructuring shampoo that contains
Vegetal Keratin and Jojoba Oil.
size: 250ml; 1000ml

INSTANT BENEFITS:
• It gives strength and elasticity
• It prevents hair breakage
• It protects from styling damage
• It improves the health and beauty of the hair
• It hydrates the hair from the inside



• After shampooing with   
CROMEARTH  
NATURAL SHAMPOO   
rinse the hair carefully

• Apply the    
CROMEARTH MASK   
with a brush

• Leave on from 5 to 20 minutes 
according to the final wished 
color effect

• Finish your    
CROMEARTH   
ILLUMINATING RITUAL 
with a final rinse with  
VOLCANIC ELIXIR

CROMEARTH ILLUMINATING RITUAL:
START YOUR OWN RITUAL BY CHOOSING
THE WISHED COLOR EFFECT FOR YOUR HAIR

reflects natural and colored hair

tones colors, mèches and highlights or partial bleaching

revives and fixes color after coloring

accentuates fashion effects

recovers lost tones



• Prolong the benefits of    
CROMEARTH ILLUMINATING RITUAL 
by asking your hairdresser     
your customized formula with    
CROMEARTH MASK    
and VOLCANIC ELIXIR

CROMEARTH ILLUMINATING RITUAL:
START YOUR OWN RITUAL BY CHOOSING
THE WISHED COLOR EFFECT FOR YOUR HAIR

pre-pigments and repigments

corrects quickly undesidered undertones

approaches customers to a less demanding color service

allows the hairdresser to value and solve any technical issue

cromearth and volcanic elixir
shiny and silky hair

with a brilliant color effect 



TERRA COTTA MASK

Honey blonde

size: 250ml 
ref: TR-C-C250
box: 12pz
size: 1000ml
ref: TR-C-C1000
box: 6pz

YELLOW OCHER MASK

Very light blonde

size: 250ml 
ref: TR-C-B250
box: 12pz
size: 1000ml
ref: TR-C-B1000
box: 6pz

Yellow Neutralizer 
Shampoo for white
and polar blonde hair

size: 250ml 
ref: TR-C-AS250
box: 12pz
size: 1000ml
ref: TR-C-AS1000
box: 6pz

EARTH MOON MASK & EARTH MOON SHAMPOO

Yellow neutralizer–
polar blonde

size: 250ml 
ref: TR-C-A250
box: 12pz
size: 1000ml
ref: TR-C-A1000
box: 6pz

RED OCHER MASK

Copper blonde

size: 250ml 
ref: TR-C-D250
box: 12pz
size: 1000ml
ref: TR-C-D1000
box: 6pz

NEUTRAL MASK

It protects the color
and intensifies the shine

size: 250ml 
ref: TR-C-H250
box: 12pz
size: 1000ml
ref: TR-C-H1000
box: 6pz

VOLCANIC ASH MASK 

Red neutralizer

size: 250ml 
ref: TR-C-G250
box: 12pz
size: 1000ml
ref: TR-C-G1000
box: 6pz

BURNT UMBER MASK

From light to dark brown

size: 250ml 
ref: TR-C-F250
box: 12pz
size: 1000ml
ref: TR-C-F1000
box: 6pz

RED LAVA MASK 

Deep red

size: 250ml 
ref: TR-C-E250
box: 12pz
size: 1000ml
ref: TR-C-E1000
box: 6pz

NATURAL SHAMPOO

size: 250ml 
ref: TR-C-S250
box: 12pz
size: 1000ml
ref: TR-C-S1000
box: 6pz
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